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Quick list of Parish Clean-up Suggestions
Make sure there is a member with the “type” as head of household and spouse in each family.

If only one member, the position should be “Head of Household.”

Make sure each family has a last name.

Make sure each family has members in the family.

If you have a family member that donates, and that donation should be kept separate,

make sure they have an Env # on their member record.

Make sure the sacraments you are tracking are one of the 7 Catholic sacraments and named the same 

across all parishes. Example 1st Comm, First Communion, First Comm, Penance/Reconciliation, Deceased.

Check the datasets if the parish uses Church Office and Formation and ensure you share that database.

If using them separately, you must go through contact staging to combine these records. You may want to 

consider having these combined before you roll onto MinistryPlatform and then merge your duplicates.

Make sure you are marking deceased members by filling in the deceased date. If you do not have a date, 

create a date that is unique for unknown. We suggest the Diocese choose a date that all parishes use for the 

unknown dates, potentially 1/1/1820.

The Diocese should decide if we bring over archived families for their parishes. If the answer is NO, each 

parish should pull a report of their archived families to ensure they do not want them in MinistryPlatform. 

You will need to bring them back into the database if you do. If you do not, then leave them archived.

Phone numbers on the family record will apply to all family members in MinistryPlatform. 

We suggest that if you do not want this to happen, you must remove that information from the family 

record and apply it to the member it pertains to.

Email addresses on the family record do not determine which member they are associated with.

While pulling the data over, you may see that the email addresses are placed on the incorrect family 

member in MinistryPlatform. We suggest going in and removing that email address from the family

record and attaching it to the correct member record prior to the conversion.

In MinistryPlatform, you are limited to the “types” of phone and email addresses.

Make sure that phone number types are listed as Home, Mobile, or Work.

With email addresses, you should minimize those to Primary or Other.

Verify that ID numbers only contain numbers, they should not be alpha/numeric. 

** As we evaluate items essential to the Diocese, other cleanup items may be necessary. **
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